Huge progress in the study of the homological properties of commutative rings has been made through the use of tight closure, an idea developed by Mel Hochster and Craig Huneke. Unfortunately, tight closure is only defined for equicharacteristic local rings. There appears to be no way to extend it to mixed characteristic local rings. Thus there is a natural desire to find a suitable closure operation for this setting.
Huge progress in the study of the homological properties of commutative rings has been made through the use of tight closure, an idea developed by Mel Hochster and Craig Huneke. Unfortunately, tight closure is only defined for equicharacteristic local rings. There appears to be no way to extend it to mixed characteristic local rings. Thus there is a natural desire to find a suitable closure operation for this setting.
One interesting alternate closure operation, which sometimes has similar properties, is the plus closure. The plus closure appears to be harder to work with but may in fact coincide with the tight closure in characteristic p rings. It also does have a certain degree of utility in the mixed characteristic case. Unfortunately, it is essentially worthless for equicharacteristic zero rings. More importantly, because much of the internal structure of mixed characteristic rings resembles that of equicharacteristic zero rings, it simply is not a satisfactory analogue for tight closure.
In the mixed characteristic case, the plus closure is most effective for ideals which contain a power of the prime integer p. Of course, in the characteristic p case, where the plus closure is at its best, all ideals have this property. The idea behind the research undertaken here is that we can use the plus closure of I q p n R for large n to define a new closure for I. In this article, we define and explore four new closely related closure operations. Two of the closures, the full extended plus closure and the full rank one closure, are defined first; then the remaining two potentially smaller closures, the extended plus closure and the rank one closure, are defined by applying the full closures to ideals in finitely generated Z-subalgebras of the original ring. The full closures seem to provide the basis for a Ž solid theory for characteristic p rings where the tight closure already . performs this role . It is our hope that the full closures will actually coincide with the tight closure here and also coincide with the smaller closures. In the equicharacteristic zero case, the full closures of any ideals will be the entire ring and so the full closures will play no useful role here. Here the smaller closures will receive all of our attention. Because of the similarity between the equicharacteristic zero and mixed characteristic cases, we suspect that the smaller closures also offer more promise in the mixed characteristic case. However, this is not certain and in fact we do not yet know that the closures actually differ in this case.
In Section 1, we introduce the new closures. In Section 2, we prove some elementary properties of the new closures and some containments between them and some established closures. In Section 3, we consider persistence and the effect that extending the ring has on the closure. The primary result in this section is Theorem 3.4, which asserts that if we have an ideal in a local ring R, the closure of the ideal is equal to the contraction of the closure of the ideal extended to the henselization of R. In Section 4, we present our main results. Theorem 4.2 is our analogue of the Briançon᎐ Skoda Theorem. In Theorems 4.4 and 4.8, we show that the colon-capturing property will be sufficient to prove that all ideals are closed in regular Ž local rings excluding the full closures in the equicharacteristic zero case of . course . Section 5 is essentially a brief discussion of the development of these closures and some thoughts directed toward the future.
NOTATION AND CLOSURE DEFINITIONS
Throughout, all rings will be commutative rings with unity having only finitely many minimal prime ideals and satisfying the conclusion of the w x Krull Altitude Theorem N, p. 26 . The last two properties are satisfied by noetherian rings and are preserved by reasonable integral extensions. We shall routinely use R to denote a ring, I to denote an ideal of R, and p to denote a prime integer. We will indicate the Jacobson radical of R, the Ž . intersection of all maximal ideals, by J R . If R is an integral domain, we denote the integral closure in its quotient field by R. We also routinely fix an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R. R q will denote the integral closure of R in this algebraic closure, the absolute integral closure of R in w x the terminology of Artin A .
To every rank one valuation ring between an integral domain R and its Ž quotient field, there corresponds a valuation function¨unique only up to . scalar multiple from the nonzero elements of the quotient field of R into the reals which is non-negative on R. We will refer to¨as a rank one valuation on R. The valuation ring and the valuation function extend Ž .
q non-uniquely to a rank one valuation ring containing R and a corre-Ž . sponding valuation function. It is implicit in our notation that¨c is non-negative whenever c / 0 g R q .
Before introducing some new closure operations, we should review some other closures that we wish to relate them to.
DEFINITION. We say that x g R is integral over I if there exists a Ž .
n n y1 j polynomial f T s T q a T q иии qa such that each a g I and 1 n j Ž . Ä 4 f x s 0. The integral closure of I, I s x g R ¬ x is integral over I .
An alternate characterization in the domain case, which we will also use Ä Ž . Ž . 4 here, is I s x g R ¬¨x G¨I ᭙¨g ⍀ where ⍀ denotes the set of all Ž valuations on the quotient field of R which contain R. In the noetherian . case, we need only consider discrete valuations.
DEFINITION. Let R be a noetherian ring of characteristic p. Then x is in the tight closure of I, x g I U , if there exists an element c g R outside every minimal prime ideal of R such that, for all sufficiently large q s p e , cx q g I w q x where I w q x is the ideal generated by the qth powers of all elements in I.
The definition of tight closure has also been extended to the equicharacteristic zero case but we will not consider that definition here. In this article, tight closure will only be applied to characteristic p rings. DEFINITION. Let R be an integral domain. Then x is in the plus closure of I,
The third definition uses a technique of defining the closure for domains initially and then extending the definition to more general rings by considering homomorphic images. We intend to follow this course of action in the new definitions. This technique was not used in the definitions of integral closure and tight closure. However we wish to note that these concepts could have been defined in this way and so the study of closure operations on ideals in noetherian rings is largely reduced to the study of integral domains.
The result for tight closure is Theorem 6.25 a of HH1, p. 59 . For integral closure, the forward implication is trivial as we can use the Ž . same f T . For the reverse implication, consider any minimal prime ideal Ž . Ž .w x P and find the appropriate polynomial f T g RrP T . Each f can be P P Ž . w x lifted to a polynomial g T g R T with the coefficients in the appropri-
Ž . Ž . ate powers of I. Clearly g x g P and so if h T s Ł g T , we see that
Ž . h x is nilpotent. Letting f T be a sufficiently high power of h T , we get Ž . Ž . f x s 0. There is no difficulty in checking that the coefficients of f T belong to the desired powers of I.
Any integral domain is the direct union of the set of finitely generated Z-algebras contained in it, say R s D S . Because each of the closures ␣ we've listed here has the property that when R ; S, I
closure : IS closure , we Ž may use each of them to define a direct union variant an equational . Ž . of the coefficients needed to make each w integral over S , we get i ␣ Ž . q x g I l S . For the non-domain case, we simply handle each minimal ␣ prime ideal separately. For each RrP, work as above and choose a preimage S : R which maps onto the chosen S . Then simply pick a P ␣ finitely generated Z-subalgebra of R large enough to contain all S 's.
P
The second statement is proved via a minor adjustment in the proof. In the integral closure case, we simply need more b's while in the plus closure case, we must replace each a by a product of b 's. i We are now ready to give the definitions of our new closures, beginning with the domain case.
DEFINITION. If R is an integral domain and x g R, then x is in the full p-extended plus closure of I if there exists c / 0 g R such that for every 1r n Ž n . q positive integer n, c xg I, p R . If x is in the full p-extended plus closure of I for every prime integer p, we say x is in the full extended plus closure of I and write x g I e p f . Ž . Remark 1.4. The condition x g I, p K is obviously trivial unless I is the zero ideal and p is zero in R. Less obviously, it is implied by the other Ž . r1 f Ž . condition unless R s K. Thus, it only serves to force 0 s 0 when R is a field of characteristic p. Accordingly, we will essentially ignore the condition when using the definition.
A perhaps more natural way to view this added condition is to note that K is the unique rank zero valuation ring containing R and to think in terms of valuations of rank at most one. Remark 1.5. We should compare the two new closures. To show an element x is in the full p-rank one closure of I, we must, for every n,¨,
To show x is in the full p-extended plus closure, we must do the same thing with the additional requirement that the d's must be chosen from the set of roots of a single element of R. For this reason, many proofs regarding the full extended plus closure can be performed by mimicking the full rank one closure proof. Generally speaking, when this is the case, we will omit the second proof. The reader can always supply the details by retracing the first proof with the additional requirement added.
Notation. Throughout this article, we shall often need to refer to the definition of the full rank one closure of an ideal. This involves invoking the phrase ''for every prime integer p, positive integer n, rank one valuation¨on R q , and ) 0.'' We will shorten that lengthy phrase to Ž . simply ''any p, n,¨, ,'' it being understood that each letter has the standard meaning.
If R is a local domain of equicharacteristic zero, either full closure of any ideal will be all of R, hardly a satisfactory result. This suggests that the full closures will also be too large in the mixed characteristic case, although we do not actually know that to be true. Hence we employ the direct union idea to define smaller closures. First we need a lemma. DEFINITION. If R is an integral domain and x g R, x is in the Ž . extended plus closure resp. rank one closure of I if, for some subring S of R which contains x and is an affine Z-algebra, x is in the full extended Ž . plus closure resp. full rank one closure of I l S. We indicate these containments by x g I e p and x g I r1 .
Notation. We will often wish to discuss properties shared by each of these four closure operations. Accordingly, we will adopt the notation I cl to indicate the closure of I for use in statements which are true regardless of which definition is used.
Finally we complete our defining process by defining the closures in more general rings by reduction to the domain case.
DEFINITION. If R is any ring and x g R, x g I cl if, for every minimal
To find the extended plus or rank one closure of an ideal in an arbitrary ring, we must first reduce to the domain case and then use the direct union process. We would like to have the ability to reverse the order when we choose to do so. However, we do not know if the crucial Lemma 1.6 holds if S is not an integral domain. The next result shows us how to sidestep this difficulty. 
Ž .
y1 cl Ž . ŽŽ . . Letting P s Q , we have x g I q P rP and we see that induces an injection from RrP to SrQ. The statement now follows from Ž . 1.6 for the full closures. For the smaller closures, the result is trivial; the chosen finitely generated Z-subalgebra of RrP is also a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of SrQ. The second statement is an immediate consequence of the first.
Ä 4 Remark 1.8. Let S be the set of finitely generated Z-subalgebras ␣ Ä 4 Ä 4 of R and let T be the subset of S consisting of those subalge-␤ ␣ bras satisfying P l T is a minimal prime ideal of T for every minimal
ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES AND CONTAINMENTS
Our first objective is to verify that the new closures have a number of reasonable properties that we want closure operations to have. PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I, J be ideals in a noetherian ring R.
Proof. First we reduce to the domain case. We do this by assuming the result in the domain case and proving the general result. Consider the map n Ž . Ä 4
f : R ª [ RrP s S where P is the set of minimal prime ideals of
R. Clearly the proposition will also hold for S as the closure is computed Ž . componentwise. Since the preimage of an ideal is an ideal, we get a in
general. As I s f f I S and both f and f preserve containments, Ž .
Ž . Ž . b and c also quickly follow. For d , note that
Ž .
Ž . Similarly, for e ,
Ž . Ž . Of course, in both cases, the reverse inclusions follow from c . For f , we compute
:
Thus it suffices to prove the proposition when R is an integral domain. Next note that since the direct union of a set of ideals is an ideal and the Ž . Ž . direct union of a set of containments is a containment, statements a ᎐ e will hold for the smaller closures if they hold for the full closures. We can regard R as a direct union of finitely generated Z-algebras A which Ž . Ž . contain a generating set for J.
J l A and so we get a similar reduction for f . Thus it suffices to prove the proposition for the two full closures.
e p f e p f
Now we prove a . First we show I is an ideal. Suppose x, y g I and r g R. We have nonzero elements c, d g R such that for each
Ž . Statements b and c are trivial for the full closures.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . For d and e , one containment follows immediately from b and c ; Ž . in statement f , there is only one containment to prove. We next prove the remaining containment in each of the last three statements for the full
To see e , let x g I J and consider any p, n,¨, . Then there
. Then for any p, n,¨, , we can find Remark 2.2. This proposition is also valid for the plus, tight, and integral closures. For the plus closure, we simply mimic the proofs here, omitting the d's and the p n 's. A similar proof also suffices for the tight w x closure; however, the result is already known HH1, p. 38 . All parts of the proposition are surely known also for the integral closure as well but we Ž . Ž . will offer a short proof of e and f here. Using the characterization We include one slightly deeper result of this type, the first two parts of Ž . which are needed later for the proof of 3.4 . LEMMA 2.3. Let R be an integral domain and I an ideal of R.
2 If R has only finitely many maximal ideals M , . . . , M , then 
s R b and so we may find
for every n. Multiplying each c by a suitable power of b ,
I, p R for every n and so x g I .
Ž . We conclude the proof of 1 with the rank one closure, noting that the extended plus closure is handled in an identical fashion.
. We may find finitely generated Z-subalgebras A ; R b 
Next let B be the finitely generated Z-algebra is1 i i generated by the set of B 's and y 's. Again enlarging the A 's, we may
and so x g F I l B B b . Applying the pre-
Ž . For statement 2 , we shall only prove the full extended plus closure Ž . version, noting the other three cases will follow from statement 3 .
ideal M of R and so c xg I, p R . Hence x g I . Ž . The full rank one closure version of statement 3 is trivial. The point is that every rank one valuation ring V which contains R necessarily con-Ž . tains R if M contains the center of the valuation. So, for any p, n,¨, ,
Ž . Finally, we prove statement 3 for the smaller closures by reducing it to Ž . statement 1 . Again the proofs are identical and we only do the rank one
, we may find finitely generated Z-algebras
for every ␣. Noting that a generating
w y1 x by adjoining b and b and assume A s B b with B ; R and . Proof. Since an element is in any of the closures if and only if it is in the closure modulo every minimal prime ideal, it suffices to prove the Ž . proposition in the case that R is an integral domain. We prove part a by contradiction. We suppose x is in the full rank one closure of I but x is not in the integral closure of I. Then, for some maximal ideal M, x f IR .
M
So we may assume R is a local domain with maximal ideal M. In this ϱ n n w x setting, by Bu , we have I s F I q M and so x f I q M for some n.
ns 1
Thus we may replace I by I q M n and so we may assume that p n g I. Since x f I, there is a discrete valuation ring containing R such that Ž . Ž . q x -¨I . Now¨extends to a rank one valuation on R and since
For the first inclusion in part b , assume y g I . Simply choosing c s 1 in the definition of full extended plus closure clearly gives y g I e p f . Thus Ž . q Ž . e p f I l S : I l S for every finitely generated Z-subalgebra S of R. Ž . second inclusion is part of 2.5 .
r1
For the final inclusion in b , let x g I . Then there exists a finitely Ž . r1 f generated Z-algebra, S contained in R with x g I l S . However, as S is a finitely generated Z-algebra, every maximal ideal of S contains a prime Ž . Ž . integer p and so we may use part a to conclude x g I l S : I. Part c Ž .
Ž . is just 1.3 .
STABILITY UNDER HOMOMORPHISMS
Next suppose : R ª S is a ring homomorphism. We would like to cl y1 Ž Ž . cl . know that I : I S always and that for certain kinds of homomorphisms, we even get equality. If S is a localization of R, we would like I cl S s IS cl . To date, our results are far from complete. However, we do have a number of positive results and we include these here. In particular, Ž .
Ž . 3.4 will be needed in the next section for a key step in the proof of 4.8 .
y1 Ž . If P is a minimal prime ideal of R for every minimal prime ideal P cl y1 Ž Ž . cl . Ž . of S, we get the desired containment I : I S by 1.7 . To obtain the result in general, it suffices to prove it in the case where R is an integral domain and S s RrP for an arbitrary prime ideal P of R. Unfortunately, in this case, the elements c and d used in the definitions of full extended plus closure and full rank one closure may be mapped to zero. A similar problem occurred in showing persistence for tight closure but this difficulty was overcome through the use of test elements. There are perhaps test elements for the new closures but so far we have not established their existence.
For the remainder of this section, we will assume R ; S. We are particularly interested in the cases where the extension is integral, faithfully flat, or a localization; these are the cases where we might anticipate a solid link between I cl and IS cl . In each of the three cases, we see that each minimal prime ideal of S contracts to a minimal prime ideal of R and Ž .
cl cl so we may invoke 1.7 to get I : IS l R. We would like equality if the extension is either integral or faithfully flat. The integral case is fairly straightforward. 
ŽŽ
. . x g I q P rP for each minimal prime P of R. Since the extension is integral, there is a prime ideal Q of S, necessarily minimal, which lies over cl ŽŽ . . P. As SrQ is an integral extension of RrP and x g IS q Q rQ , it suffices to prove the proposition when R and S are domains. Ž We prove the result for the full rank one closure. Consider any p, n, .
and dx g I, p S . As R s S , this gives x g I . Next, for the full extended plus closure, we see that x g IS e p f implies the existence of
c g S with c xg I, p S s I, p R . To show x g I , we need only replace c by any nonzero element of cS l R; such an element surely exists, e.g., the constant term of any monic polynomial over R satisfied by c. Finally, as S is a direct union of finitely generated Z-algebras which are integral over finitely generated Z-subalgebras of R, the conclusion also holds for the remaining two closures.
The faithfully flat case is more difficult and we have not shown equality in general for that case. However, we shall demonstrate equality here in two important casesᎏwhen S is the henselization of a local ring R and w x when S is the polynomial ring R X . To handle the henselization, we first need an easy lemma. Proof. Let¨be any rank one valuation on R q and suppose ) 0. Ž . Ž . and¨, respectively. By 3.2 , there exists g Aut L with P s P . 
Ž .
Ž . x g IR by 2.3 and by 3.1 , x g I . To prove the claim, we must consider the closures separately. Throughout we shall freely use the faithful flatness of S and the observation that S is the localization of an w x integral extension of R at some maximal ideal N, p. 180 .
We begin with the full rank one closure. Suppose x g IS r1 f l R. Let p be a prime, n a positive integer,¨a rank one valuation on R, and ) 0. We wish to extend¨to S. Let K be the quotient field of R and let V be the valuation ring contained in K corresponding to¨. Since S is a faithfully flat R-algebra, we have R m S :
algebraic over R, L s K m S is the quotient field of S and so we have Ž .
r1 f cd g R , w cd -, and cd x g I, p R . By 3.3 , x g I . Next consider the full extended plus closure. Suppose x g IS e p f l R. If 1r n Ž n . q p is a prime, then we may find c g S with c xg I, p S for every n. Now c s ab y1 with a, b integral over R. As we may use a in place of c, we can assume c is integral over R. Moreover, as every element integral over R divides an element of R, we reduce to the case c g R. We shall show this c suffices.
Since S is henselian, S q is local. Since S is simply the localization of an integral extension of R at a maximal ideal, we note that S q has the same form and so S q s R q with P l R s M, the maximal ideal of R. Let K be P the quotient field of R and L be the quotient field of R q , an algebraic closure of K. Next let P be an arbitrary maximal ideal of R q . Since j Ž .
P l R s M, we can apply 3.2 to get an R-isomorphism : R ª R .
1r n 1r n Ž n . q and since c is a unit multiple of c , we have c xg I, p R .
This gives c xg I, p R and x g I .
We conclude the proof of 3.4 with the rank one closure, noting that the extended plus closure is handled in an identical fashion. Suppose Remark 3.6. The faithfully flat extension R ; S of greatest interest is when S is the completion of a local ring R. Unfortunately, the proof of Ž . 3.4 rests very strongly on the algebraic nature of the henselization. We note that if¨is a rank one valuation on a local domain R, it is not true that there is necessarily a rank one valuation on the completion of R which extends¨. For example, let K be a field and let R be the w x localization of K x, y at the obvious maximal ideal. We construct an ww xx injection from R to K x which takes y to a transcendental power series Ž . ww xx g x in xK x and use this injection to induce a valuation ring containing ww xx Ž . R. If we extend this valuation ring to K x, y , we see that y y g x is infinitely divisible by x and so the valuation cannot be of rank one.
We have no progress to date on the completion question. We do however have one result for a simple transcendental extension. First we need a lemma.
LEMMA 3.7. Let¨be a¨aluation on a field K and let L be a splitting field Ž .
Ž . Ž . and renumbering if necessary, we suppose
Ž . value, we see¨a s w a s i␦ and so ␦ s¨a ri where i is the
Ž . number of roots of g T which take on the value ␦. Similar calculations Ž . quotient field of R corresponding to¨and u g R with¨u s 1, then w is w x the valuation corresponding to the rank one valuation ring W s V Xru .
w x Note we may harmlessly rescale our valuation if no such u exists. We may w x q w x r1 f extend w to a rank one valuation on R X , and, as z g IR X , there w x q Ž . Ž n . w x q exists d g R X with w d -and dz g I, p R X .
Let g T s T q a T q иии qa be the minimal polynomial for d
Ž . over R X . As w d -, by 3.7 we see that j s w a -i for some i. 
w x for all f X g R X and note that can be extended to a map from w xR X to R which is the identity on R .
. Hence by 3.7 , we have¨ d -for some d . We also note that
The result for the full extended plus closure is much simpler. We must w x w x Ž . merely choose the map : R X ª R ␣ so that c / 0. Finally, supw x r1 pose z g IR X . Then there exists a finitely generated Z-subalgebra w x Ž . r1 f A ; R X with z g I l A . Since a generating set for A consists of polynomials in X, each involving only finitely many elements of R, we w x have A ; B X for some finitely generated Z-subalgebra B of R. We can
I . An identical proof works for the extended plus closure.
Before concluding this section, we should briefly consider the localization problem. Certainly there is no hope that the full closures will always localize. The fact that mixed characteristic rings have equicharacteristic zero localizations combined with the pathological nature of the full closures in the equicharacteristic zero case precludes this. Possibly, if we did not allow the inverting of prime integers, we might obtain a good result. At any rate, the localization problem seems more interesting for the smaller closures. As it is with tight closure, the problem appears to be quite difficult. There is however one simplification. Because we are working with finitely generated Z-algebras, we need only consider localizations obtained by inverting a single element.
MAIN RESULTS
We now will focus on the three properties we are looking for in a tight closure analogueᎏa generalization of the Briançon᎐Skoda theorem, colon-capturing, and ideals being closed in regular local rings. We begin Ž . with our version of Briançon᎐Skoda, 4.2 , which looks just like the tight w x closure version HH1, p. 45 . Unfortunately, unless we can show that all ideals of regular local rings are closed, we cannot use our analogue to deduce the original result and so it does not yet qualify as a generalization. Nonetheless, it is the result of this type which we are looking for. w x This result is a natural corollary of Theorem 2.13 of H1, p. 702 . In fact, this observation was the original impetus for the closure definitions which have been presented in this article. We state here a slightly less general variant of the earlier theorem which is all we need for the proof here. 
Proof. Since the extended plus closure is the smallest of our four closures, we need only prove the result for that closure. It suffices to prove the result for each domain homomorphic image of R and so we may
for some well chosen Ž .
finitely generated Z-algebra S contained in R. Thus we may assume R is finitely generated and it only remains to show that for arbitrary p, we can kŽ nqd .yn q is obvious without the w . By 4.1 , we see that y g J R and so
1 n q kd q 1. Every member of the natural generating set of J has the form w e z e 1 kq f 1 иии z e n kq f n with 0 F f F k y 1 for every i and
We have not yet been able to determine whether the new closures have Ž . Ž . the other two properties we seek. However, in 4.4 and 4.8 , we will show that the colon-capturing property, even if it only holds for rings which are finite extensions of regular local rings, will force ideals in regular local rings to be closed for the direct limit closures. Thus, if one of these closures has the colon-capturing property, it will have all three desired properties. As we do get colon-capturing in the characteristic p case, we do get both properties and the full Briançon᎐Skoda generalization there.
Our theorem will be proved in two steps. The first step is to prove the result for local rings whose residue field is of characteristic p. In this situation, which includes the usually difficult mixed characteristic case, we actually show that the implication holds for all four new closures. Then we prove the theorem for these local rings whose residue field has characteristic zero by reducing it to the first case. Before proceeding, we should review some terminology.
A noetherian integral domain is called equidimensional if every maximal ideal has the same height. A set of elements x , . . . , x is called a set of We allow the domain R to vary if necessary and prove the lemma by induction on e s f q иии qf . It is trivial for e s 0 as in this case r is a 1 n Ž . unit and J : r s J. So we assume the result for e -k and prove it for e s k ) 0. Rearranging the parameters if necessary, we may assume Ž . f ) 0. Suppose that b g J : r . Then we have the following equation n in R:
It follows that
and so, by the colon-capturing property,
Ž . In case i , we may choose a monomial in one of these representations which is not contained in K q yR and which is not properly divisible by any other monomial occurring in any of the representations. Call this monomial ; rearranging if necessary, we may assume occurs as a term in h . Next, replacing each h by h X s h y h if necessary, we may
assume that does not occur in the representation of any other h . where S is a finite extension of R and J is a monomial ideal of R, none of whose generators divides . Suppose s x f 1 иии x f n ; clearly then J ;
, . . . , x R and ␤ g JS : . By applying 4.3 to the semilocal
. . , x S and, as p g x , . . . , x R,
Ž we can find an element c g R with¨c -r2 and c␤ g x , . . . ,
contradicting the minimality of L. Ž . It remains to complete the proof in case ii . Here we have L ; K q yR and since we may replace any h by an element equivalent to it modulo K, i we may actually assume each h g yR. As y f L, it follows that each i Ž
. r1 f h g yM. Thus, for the monomial ideal K q yM, we have y g K q yM .
i
Let¨be any valuation on R q which is centered on the maximal ideal and
Ž . a contradiction since¨d -¨M .
Remark 4.5. Of course, if extended plus, full extended plus, or rank one closure has the colon-capturing property, so does full rank one closure and so we also get the conclusion of the theorem.
Ž .
Our primary interest in 4.4 is the mixed characteristic implication since it is a step toward demonstrating that the new closures may lead to a ''theory that works'' in that difficult case. Still, we should note the nice implications that follow in the characteristic p case.
Remark 4.6. For excellent equidimensional semilocal domains of charw x acteristic p, the plus closure has the colon-capturing property HH2, p. 73 and so the full rank one closure has the property as well. This implies that cl Ž . I s I for any ideal I in a characteristic p regular local ring and so 4.2 implies the usual Briançon᎐Skoda Theorem in this case. Thus each of the new closures satisfies all of the properties except possibly persistence w x suggested by Huneke Hu, p. 2 as properties needed for a closure operation capable of playing the part of tight closure.
We also note that since I U : I r1 f , we get an alternate proof of the fact w x HH1, p. 40 that ideals in regular local rings are tightly closed.
Finally we develop our equicharacteristic zero version of 4.4 . To prove w x it, we need a theorem from AR . In the theorem they prove, Artin and Rotthaus allow K to be either a field or an excellent discrete valuation ring. However, we only need the field case here and, as weakening the hypothesis makes the statement of the result a bit simpler, we give the simpler statement here. Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for rank one closure since it is Ž . Ž . the larger closure. If p g J R , the result is just 4.4 . So we may assume Ž . char RrM s 0. If there is an ideal in R which is not closed, this remains true after completing since ideals do not enlarge when we extend to the completion and contract while closures do not get smaller. So we may assume R is complete and so R is simply the power series ring ww xx K x , . . . , x where K is a field of characteristic zero. By the definition of 1 n rank one closure, if R has an ideal I which is not closed, there is a finitely w x generated Z-subalgebra S of R with I l S not closed. Letting S s K S , 0 0 0 we see that S is a finitely generated K-subalgebra with an element
Next we can use the Artin᎐Rotthaus Theorem to factor the map from S to R through the henselization of the localization of the polynomial ring w x A s K x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y at the obvious maximal ideal M; we denote 
FINAL OBSERVATIONS
Ž . The development of this article began with the small extended plus closure, which seemed to the author to be the natural closure. However, in Ž . the construction of the proof of 4.4 , it became convenient to define the full rank one closure. This closure appeared to merit exploration in its own right and it eventually became apparent that a small version of rank one closure was as good a candidate for the sought after closure as the original choice. Hence the decision was made to present a detailed study of four closure operations, leaving the choice of an optimal closure for the future. We must also acknowledge the less satisfactory possibility that the right answer is a full closure in characteristic p and a small closure in rings which contain the rationals, with one or the other proving superior in the mixed characteristic case. Of course, if the direct summand conjecture w x Ž . Ho, p. 13 fails, the ideal closure sought here cannot exist as 3.1 and I cl s I in the regular case imply it. It should be apparent to the reader that other variations are possible and it is far from certain that the choices made here are the correct ones. c Ž n . q One very interesting bypassed possibility was to define I s F I, p . We do not know if this potentially smaller closure is actually smaller or not but it is not readily apparent that this closure is large enough to give the Briançon᎐Skoda Theorem. This closure coincides with the plus closure in characteristic p and appears to be the smallest closure that has any chance of working.
It is our hope that minor adjustments in the definition will not alter the closureᎏat least in the rings of most general interest. It would be useful if using M n , where M ranges over all maximal ideals, in place of p n did not change the closures in the useful cases since we would then have the property that the closure of any ideal is the intersection of the closures of all ideals containing it which are primary to a maximal ideal. Of course, such a change in the definition would eliminate the absurdity of the full closures in the equicharacteristic zero case; however, there would be no real theoretical benefit from this. Ideally, we could find that all four of these closures coincide with the tight closure in the characteristic p case, which in turn could be found to coincide with the plus closure in that case. The equality of tight and plus closures is true for ideals generated by w x parameters S , but the general case has proven to be resilient and there is no reason to believe that the equivalences or differences between the new closures will be any easier to demonstrate. We do have one result that makes the rank one closure more closely resemble the extended plus closure and we include that here.
Enlarging S if necessary, we may assume c q g S. Now let J ; S be the Proof. Let M be the center of¨on R. Since R is noetherian, M is Ž . finitely generated and so¨M s ␣ ) 0. Since R is finite, there exists Ž . b g R such that bR ; R. Suppose¨b s ␤. By the proposition, we can q n q Ž . find e g R and a rational number q such that e x g I, p R and Ž q . Ž . q Ž n . q Ž . e -␣r ␣ q ␤ . Then c s eb g R and c x g I, p R . Finally,¨e Ž q . Ž . Ž . G ␣ and¨e -␣r ␣ q ␤ implies q -r ␣ q ␤ . It follows that Ž q . Ž . Ž q . b -␤r ␣ q ␤ and so¨c -.
While no serious thought has been given to the subject, the author does not foresee any major obstacle to extending this closure operation to modules; intuitively, it seems considerably easier than extending tight closure. However, this seemed to be an unnecessary complication in what is already a long introductory work on a concept of uncertain usefulness. Hence that generalization has been left for possible future exploration.
Certainly, the understanding of these closures ultimately must rest on our understanding of the plus closure of ideals which contain a power of a prime integer. Relatively little has been done to compute the plus closure w x in the mixed characteristic case. The author's papers H1, H2 barely scratch the surface. While somewhat more is known in characteristic p as various facts are sprinkled about the tight closure literature, most signifiw x cantly in HH2, S , our overall understanding is still poor and much remains to be done.
